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classic! It was written by a Motown Legend, Frank Wilson, in the late 70's in the
70's. I love all things Motown and am always enjoying this great classic. The
song was originally on the soundtrack for the movie Strange Brew. I remember
seeing the movie and hearing the song and thinking "This song would be great
on a Blues Jam". I have not been disappointed! The vocals are cool, and the
lyrics are funny and just plain droll, and it's a great song. Nice to hear it
performed by the great Lea Salonga! Since we are mentioning Strange Brew,
there is a really good Strange Brew Movie Edition CD that I found on
CDuniverse.com. There is a bunch of great songs on this CD that are very hard
to find. This album does a good job of putting tracks from the movie song by
song. There is a lot on there that I have not heard before!Bangladesh opposition
MPs fail to meet BNP leader for dialogue, says Foreign Minister KOLKATA:
Pakistan Foreign Minister Khawaja Muhammad Asif on Friday said Bangladesh
would have to start a dialogue with neighbouring India to seek permanent
normalisation of ties as Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina failed to meet Nationalist
Congress Party chief Sharad Pawar in New Delhi.Hasina and Pawar agreed in
September last year at the historic Sheikh Hasina-Pawar summit in Bangladesh
to hold a comprehensive dialogue 6d1f23a050
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